
WELCOME TO ZABAN
CLASS 7

Intermediate Farsi



TODAY’S GOALS

- Review the four rules of ezafat and how to use adjectives in Farsi

- Learn the fifth rule for ezafat

- Look at plural nous in Farsi

- Learn about compound verbs 

- Create stories in groups, encompassing the grammar we have covered 

- Practice homework exercises (optional)



EZAFAT - REVIEW

1. If the noun before it ends with a consonant, the ezafat is pronounced as –e- but is not written. For example: 

Kitaab-e-Saaraah

کتاب ساراه 

2. If the noun before ends with a vowel, the ezafat is pronounced –ye- and is written with a ی: 

Kaakaa-ye-Ali

�ا�ای ع��

3. If the preceding word already ends with a  ی , the ezafat still makes the –ye- sound, but it’s not added in the writing:

Zindagee-ye-Marwa

زند�ی مروه

4. If the last letter is a ه , the –ye- sound is pronounced, but is represented by the letter ء [hamza] instead of the 
letter   ی [yaa] : 

Khaana-ye-Daud

خانة داوود 



USING ADJECTIVES IN FARSI- REVIEW  

When using adjectives in Farsi, the adjective-noun order that is used in English becomes reversed to 
noun-adjective. This means that the noun comes before the adjective. 

For example:

Red door becomes  دروازٔه سرخ/darwaza-ye-surkh or ‘door red’ 

*note: In pronunciation, the addition of the ezafat is always included between the noun and adjective to 
show the relationship, and follows the four rules discussed in previous slides. 



EZAFAT: THE 5TH RULE

If the last letter is a ه, but doesn’t end with a zabar or ‘a’ sound, it is called a ‘hey 
malfooz’. 
You can distinguish this one from the previous ه because the ‘h’ sound at the end for 
this one is always pronounced. 
For this ه , the ezafat is pronounced as –e- but is not written: 

Raah-e-daraaz (a long way)

راه دراز 
Or 

Tawajoh-e-ziaad (a lot of attention)

توجـھ ز�ـاد



PLURAL NOUNS IN FARSI

In order to pluralize a noun, the ending haa  or (ها)
aan(ان) is placed at the end of the noun to indicate 
that it is plural. 

For example:

My brothers and sisters 
Khwaahar-aan wa beraadar-aan – e – man

خواهران و برادران من 

Or

My horses 

Kitaab-haa-ye-man 
های منکتاب 

Note: if the noun is combined with a number, it 
automatically becomes plural and there is no need 
to add the plural endings. 
For example:

I have two brothers 
Man do beraadar daaram. 

برادر دارم۲من 

There are three horses there 
Dar aanja sey asp ast. 

. اسپ است۳در آنجا 



COMPOUND VERBS 

• In Farsi, when a noun is combined with a verb to make a new 
verb, it is called a compound verb. 

• For example, the noun زند�ی / zen-da-gee/ means ‘life.’ We 
can combine زند�ی with the verb کردن / kar-dan/ ‘to do,’ and get 
a new verb زند�ی کردن ‘ to live.’ 

• when using compound verbs, only the verb is conjugated 

• Find the present form of the verb, and conjugate only the 
verb.

• For example:

من زند�ی ميکنم / man zen-da-gee mey-ku-nam/ ‘I live’

تو زند�ی ميک�ی / too zen-da-gee mey-ku-nee/ ‘You live’

Another example: 

پختغذا  / ghe-zaa pukh-tan/ ‘to cook’ (food.)

غذا  /ghe-zaa/ means ‘food’ and پخ�ن / pukh-tan/ means ‘to cook.’

As explained, we only conjugate the verb, in the present tense.

For example:
.من غذا می پزم / man ghe-zaa mey-pa-zam/ ‘I cook (food).’
.تو غذا می پزی  / too ghe-zaa mey-pa-zee/ ‘You cook (food).’



GROUPWORK!
(PARTICIPATION IS  NOT MANDATORY!)   

*Note: if you feel uncomfortable participating, you’re more than welcome to keep your mic and camera 
off and work on the material on your own once you’re in groups, that’s totally fine too!

• You will be separated in different groups/ ‘rooms’ 

• As a group, create a story together which includes the verb conjugations with the noun endings, 
ezafat, adjectives, compound verbs and any other grammar we’ve covered (or as many of these 
components as you can include). 

• They don’t have to be all in one sentence, you can form different sentences which included some of 
each components

• Try and use new words that you have learned, which we can include in our vocabulary chart

• I will rotate from room to room, and answer any questions your group might have. 

• After a couple of minutes, we will come back together as a class in one room. 

• Your group will read out your story, and indicate the different grammar components used 

• We’ll discuss any questions/ concerns regarding the exercise. 



GROUP STORIES: 
. اما �سیار ز�اد زحمت کشید تا کھ �امیاب شد. �سیار مش�ل بود در شروع.نف خود را شامل کرد صیکدرمر�م•

• Mariam dar yak sinf khud raa shaamil kard. Dar shoro, bisyaar mushkil bood. Amaa bisyaar ziaad zahmat kasheed taa ke kaamiyaab shud. 

• Mariam enrolled herself into a class. In the beginning, it was very difficult. But she worked very hard until she was successful. 

.زنگ زد و شعر رومی برا�ش خواندجا�شبرای بی�ی•

• Baraaye beebee jaan-ash zang zad wa sher-e- Rumi baraayash khuwaand.

• She called her grandmother and recited a Rumi poem for her. 

.  در راه برادر �وچکش را مکتب می رساند. صبحانھ با این موتر �ار م��ود. احمد یک موتر سرخ دارد•

• Ahmad yak motar-e-surkh daarad. Subhaana baa een motar kaar meyrawad. Dar raah, biraadar-e-kochakash raa maktab meyrasaanad. 

• Ahmad has a red car. In the mornings, he goes to work in the car. He dropps off his little brother on the way. 

.  هر روز بیدار میشود و دندا��ای زردش را مسواک م��ند. بھ نام جاو�د کھ در �ابل زند�ی می کنداستمردیک•

• Yak mard ast ba naam-e jawed ke dar Kabul zindagi meykonad. Har roz beydaar meyshawad wa dandaanhaa-ye-zardash raa maswaak meyzanad. 

• There is a man named Jawed who lives in Kabul. Every morning he wakes up and brushes his yellow teeth. 

. یک روز با برادرش دعوا کرد و سر یک موضوع �وچک درگ�� شدند•

• Yak roz baa biraadarash da’waa kard wa sar-e yak mawzo’-ye-kochak dargeer shudand. 

• One day he argued with his brother and they became involved/caught up over a small matter. 



لكمه های �دید / NEW VOCABULARY 

Translation Romanization/ 
pronunciation

فار��ی

Miswaak/toothbrush Mas-waak مسواک 

History Taa-reekh تار�خ

Land Sar-za-meen سر زم�ن 

Society Ij-ti-maa اجتماع 

To begin/start(this is a compound verb!) Aa-ghaaz kar-dan آغاز  کردن 

Bright Du-rukh-shaan درخشان 

Different, various Mukh-ta-lif مختلف 

Resources Za-khaa-yir ذخایر 

In between/ in the middle of Dar mi-yaan در  میان 

Beginning, first Ib-ti-daa ابتدا 

To learn Aa-mokh-tan  آموخ�ن

Through/by/via Ta-wa-sut توسط 



WRITING PRACTICE 

Simple 
- Use the Farsi words written in the new vocabulary chart (slide #10) and practice 

writing them on a lined sheet of paper. 

Advanced
- write today’s stories on a sheet of paper. Note out where different grammar 

components were used 

- Create your own story, using as many grammar components and new vocabulary 
words as you can, and write it down.



QUESTIONS/ 
COMMENTS/ 
CONCERNS?

Send us an email at  info@zabaninstitute.com

Or 

Message us on our Instagram page @zaban.institute

And we’ll address your questions as soon as we can! 

mailto:info@zabaninstitute.com
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